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“Nothing in there looks edible.
I’m throwing it BACK in the
trash.”
~Mr. Sunshine

Sunshine’s
Sports Corner
Jeremy Mr. Sunshine Loucks
~ Daily Bull ~

It’s that time again! More
sports updates about the
teams you may care about!
In Tech athletics, the Rugby
team got its first ever win,
a 40-8 romp against Wisconsin-Blacks. Jack Lubinski
scored twice, while myriad
other players also found the
goal for the Huskies. The
match was held in the pouring rain; that is, the pouring
rain of tears from the Wisconsin-Blacks’ eyes as the Ruggers not only sent 5 of them
to the hospital, but also ran
off with their girlfriends and
even a few of their mothers.
One of them, wearing shorts
that ironically read, “Seek and
Destroy,” was so brutalized
that he ran home halfway
through the game, complaining that “those mean people
hurt me, boo hoo!” Logan
Mahowald, the “Man of the
Match,” was asked about
how he was so unstoppable during the game. His
reply: “You don’t know who
...see Tech victory on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... unlike Sunshine’s Beard!

Fearsome Fighter Found Frolicking
By Jeremy Mr. Sunshine Loucks~ Daily Bull

In the dead silence of the night, a black
and white-clad figure stalks the halls of
the SDC, brutalizing anyone in its path.
Cries of pain can be heard echoing off
the walls, tormenting those who hear
them. With three confirmed fatalities
already, it was time to investigate these
ghoulish goings-on.
I started by scanning the Lode for news,
then quickly realized it was a futile attempt and tried elsewhere. I managed
to run across one of the survivors on
their way to Counseling Services and
was able to pry some information out
of him. Zach Simpson, a shy, compact
Tech employee (formerly of the Pep
Band) retold his encounter with the being who he says “was something straight
out of hell.”
“I was walking back with my pal Mike
from the Pistol range when suddenly
we heard strange noises coming from
upstairs. We went up to investigate
and then we saw it: a figure in some
strange robes, posing majestically over
the crumpled form of some unlucky
person. We turned to run but it was
too late; she was upon us. I threw a
punch and ended up flat on my back,
the wind knocked out of me. Mike tried
to grapple with it, but it flung him into the

wall. I heard some of his bones snap with
one of those sounds like when you eat
a Kit-Kat. I pulled out my pistol, hoping
to down the beast. I pulled the trigger
5, 6 times, but the thing was deflecting
my bullets with a sweep of the arm! I
knew I was probably a goner, but Mike
somehow managed to get to his feet
and tackled it from behind.” He began
weeping. “Then it easily picked him up
and threw him through the doors, all the
way down to the swimming pool! Poor
Mike drowned before he had a chance
to regain consciousness.”
Clearly this figure posed a significant
threat to late-night patrons of the SDC
and had to be stopped. While searching
for help, I was contacted by the WWE
of all people. They had heard rumors of
a super-fighter here at Tech and were
interested in seeing for themselves. They
sent hardcore legend Mick Foley to assist
me in finding and capturing the beast. If
anyone could survive a fight with a hardthrowing monster, it was Foley.
Later that night, we met near the ticket office and began to plan, after commenting on each other’s incredibly studly
beards, both of which are incredibly
full and exquisite. We began stalking
the second floor, loudly proclaiming that
...see Demon warrior on back

Holy flying lemur monkey babies Batman!
A Daily Sunshine!
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The Steaming Pile

Straight From You-Know-Where!
Safe House Hall Themes

Hookers and blow
Phallic imagery
Rocky Horror Picture Show
Mega Milk
Jersey Shore
Victory Road
Rainbow Road
Anal Adventures
Michael Jackson Never Land
Ranch
4Chan
Troll-face
World Of Warcraft
Mt. Mordor
Hobos
Happy Tree Friends
Why You Were Adopted
Darfur
Apocalypse Now
A Night in Paris… Hilton
Prisoner Chamber
The Miracle of Lyfe
The Wonders of the Colon

Frat house
Frat mattress
Mormon Heaven
Purple Drank
Sean Connery
Carle Blair’s Iron Furnace
Death Klok
BDSM
Cthulu
Dorm Hallway
CSLC
Caustic Red Mud
Heavy Metal
Playboy Mansion
Stargate
Sugar and Energy Drinks w/ free
puppies
Snow Cow Dairy Farm
Schindler’s List
Your roommate’s girlfriend’s left
hand
Gingivitis
Twisted Thanksgiving

... Demon Warrior from front.

nothing in the world could hurt us.
Then, out from behind a door, came
the figure, still clothed in the black
and white robes.
It went straight for the hardcore
legend, but Foley was faster than he
looked, pulling out a steel chair and
smashing the beast over the head.
Unfazed, it proceeded to throw
him down the hall where he landed
with a painful-sounding “thud.” The
chair had knocked part of the robes
loose however and I thought I noticed some long, blond hair. That is
right before I was being pummeled.
Foley came to my aid, dropping the
atomic elbow from out of nowhere.
The creature shrieked and flew at him,
busting him wide open. I did what I
could, grabbing the chair and hitting
the beast again and again, finally fazing the figure long enough for us to
run back to the lobby, nursing our
wounds. We had had enough.
The WWE gave up their attempt to
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find a new fighter, and I gave up trying to find out who the person was.
That was, until I met the culprit and
recognized that blond hair. All of this
story happened because Olivia Zajac
is really good at Aikido.

Sunshine’s Searcher: Roman Emperors
Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

... Tech victory from front

I am? I’m the JUGGERNAUT BITCH!”
After the victory, the team managed
to burn down half of Wisconsin during the celebration, which lasted until
three days from now.
In other tech sports, the men’s football
team, not wanting to be completely
outdone by the rugby team, obliterated Northwood in setting a new
scoring record, 62-30. Tech had NINE
touchdowns by various players, led
by an astonishing 277 yards and five
touchdowns by star running back Phil
Milbrath. Pizza was going to be 90%
off, but Dominos realized the resulting
rush would not only cause casualties,
it might put them out of business, so
it only gave the now-standard 50%
off. What a ripoff. The Tech women’s
soccer team has lost 4 straight, having gone stone cold in getting goals.
I know what happened. Since the
Tech hockey team hasn’t been known
to score many goals, some of our girls
sacrificed their talent to give the hockey team an edge; it’s worked, but at
the expense of the soccer team. The
team expects to finish the inaugural
season strongly however.
In NFL action, Cleveland and Oakland
were upset winners over New Orleans and Denver, respectively. The
CheatPatriots continue to roll, as do
the Steelers. Chicago, finally playing
at the level they’re good at, fell again,
this time to Washington, 17-14. And,
in a match that would have been better off if a meteor hit the stadium, Favre
and the Vikings lost a close one to the
Packers in a battle of who could make

more mistakes. Favre, always the
competitor, had to one-up the Packers and seal the deal with an interception returned for a touchdown.
The Lions and my Jets both had bye
weeks, which is good for the Lions
because they’ll get Stafford back, finally. Next week’s game against the
Redskins should show how much
mettle this team really has. Also, the
NFL is looking to fine people for helmet-to-helmet hits now. Crazy!
Baseball: The World Series is set, with
the upstart Texas Rangers taking out
the Yanks and the Giants surprising
the Phillies. The Rangers have never
made the big show, while the Giants
haven’t won it since moving from
Brooklyn centuries ago. Should be
a good series with good hitters and

some outstanding pitchers on both
teams. Also, the Tigers have resigned
3B Brandon Inge to a 2-yr, $11.5 million dollar deal. Good to know he’ll
be in the “D” for awhile longer.

AUGUSTUS
TIBERIUS
CALIGULA
CLAUDIUS
NERO
GALBA
OTHO
VITELLIUS
VESPASIAN
TITUS
DOMITIAN
NERVA
TRAJAN
HADRIAN
ANTONINUS PIUS
MARCUS AURELIUS
LUCIUS VERUS
COMMODUS
PERTINAX
DIDIUS JULIANUS
SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS
CARACALLA
GETA
MACRINUS
DIADUMENIAN
ELAGABALUS
ALEXANDER SEVERUS
MAXIMINUS THRAX
GORDIAN I
GORDIAN II
PUIENUS
BALBINUS
GORDIAN III
PHILIPTHEARAB
DECIUS
HERENNIUS ETRUSCUS
HOSTILIAN

GALLUS
VOLUSIANUS
AEMILIAN
VALERIAN
GALLIENUS
CLAUDIUS II gothicus
QUINTILLUS
AUERLIAN
TACITUS
FLORAINUS
PROBUS
CARUS
CARINUS
NUMERIAN
POSTUMUS
MARIUS
VICTORINUS
TETRICUS I
CARAUSIUS
ALLECTUS
DIOCLETIAN
MAXIMIAN
CONSTANTIUS I chlorus
GALERIUS
SEVERUS II
MAXENTIUS
CONSTANTINE I
LICINIUS
MAXIMINUS DAIA
VALERIUS VALENS
MARTINIANUS
CONSTANTINE II
CONSTANTIUS II
CONSTANS I
JULIAN
JOVIAN

it up though, he’s at a -6 rating and
his line is struggling. The Blackhawks
are staying afloat with a 5-4-1 record;
not bad considering the turnover this
off-season. Also, the NHL is handing
out suspensions and/or fines for most
Moving to the NBA…stuff. Preseason head hits nowadays, which is leading
is over, the Heat look mortal, and Al- to some serious questions about the
len Iverson is going to play in Turkey league’s office and policies.
because they haven’t figured out how
much of a locker-room cancer he is. PS: Brock Lesnar was upset by Cain
Enjoy Constantinople Istanbul AI!
Velasquez at UFC 121, getting beat
down and knocked out in the first
HOCKEY HOCKEY HOCKEY. NHL ac- round.
tion is going strong, and the Red
Dude guys. Cameron didn’t write that
Wings find themselves near the top of
the Western Conference with a 5-1-1 article yesterday. That was Nathan.
record. The usual suspects are con- JEEZ BIG O. COMP EDIT BETTAR.
tributing, as is Todd Bertuzzi, surpris- Otherwise we have no rights to make
fun of the LODE. =)
ingly. Mike Modano needs to step

